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Abstract

Data center applications like graph analytics require servers
with ever larger memory capacities. DRAM scaling, how-
ever, is not able to match the increasing demands for ca-
pacity. Emerging byte-addressable, non-volatile memory
technologies (NVM) offer a more scalable alternative, with
memory that is directly addressable to software, but at a
higher latency and lower bandwidth.

Using an NVM hardware emulator, we study the suitabil-
ity of NVM in meeting the memory demands of four state
of the art graph analytics frameworks, namely Graphlab,
Galois, X-Stream and Graphmat. We evaluate their perfor-
mance with popular algorithms (Pagerank, BFS, Triangle
Counting and Collaborative filtering) by allocating mem-
ory exclusive from DRAM (DRAM-only) or emulated NVM
(NVM-only).

While all of these applications are sensitive to higher
latency or lower bandwidth of NVM, resulting in perfor-
mance degradation of up to 4⇥ with NVM-only (compared
to DRAM-only), we show that the performance impact is
somewhat mitigated in the frameworks that exploit CPU
memory-level parallelism and hardware prefetchers.

Further, we demonstrate that, in a hybrid memory system
with NVM and DRAM, intelligent placement of application
data based on their relative importance may help offset the
overheads of the NVM-only solution in a cost-effective man-
ner (i.e., using only a small amount of DRAM). Specifically,
we show that, depending on the algorithm, Graphmat can
achieve close to DRAM-only performance (within 1.2⇥) by
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Parameter 3D-DRAM DDR-DRAM NVM

Capacity per CPU 10s of GBs 100s of GBs Terabytes
Read Latency

1
2⇥ to 1⇥ 1⇥ 2⇥ to 4⇥

Write bandwidth 4⇥ 1⇥ 1
8⇥ to 1

4⇥

Estimated cost - 5⇥ 1⇥
Endurance 1016 1016 106 to 108

Table 1: Comparison of memory technologies [3, 5, 20, 27].
NVM technologies include PCM and RRAM [3, 27]. Cost is
derived from the estimates for PCM based SSDs in [17].

placing only 6.7% to 31.5% of its total memory footprint in
DRAM.

1. Introduction

The availability of graph structured data has resulted in vast
interest from the research community in how to mine this
data. From a systems perspective, the irregular access pattern
of many of the graph algorithms has led to DRAM becoming
the chosen medium for data placement.

However, the capacity scaling of DRAM is not able to
match the requirements for analytics over graphs with tril-
lions of connections. In order to overcome this limitation
of DRAM, existing systems either a) scale-out to multiple
machines [15] or b) scale-up by storing and computing from
secondary storage such as SSDs or magnetic disks [28], [18].
Each of these approaches is further limited by the network
communication and the cost of additional machines or by the
I/O capacity of attached devices.

This paper explores how replacing DRAM with emerging
non-volatile memories (NVM)such as PCM or RRAM im-
pacts state-of the art graph processing frameworks. We study
whether NVM can eventually become a cheaper and more
scalable alternative to DRAM reducing the degree of scale-
out and the cost of graph analytics. Table 1 shows how these
NVM technologies relate to DRAM. Increased capacity and
lower cost come with higher latencies and lower bandwidth
as well as limited write endurance. These characteristics can
potentially degrade the performance of systems designed as-
suming DRAM as the underlying technology.

However, if carefully designed to mitigate the limitations
of NVM, graph processing systems could leverage the un-



derlying memory hierarchy in order to scale at a lower cost.
The first step towards this goal is understanding how exist-
ing state of the art frameworks operate with NVM.
To that extent, we quantify the performance of four state-
of-the-art frameworks on NVM using a hardware emulator
described in Section 3.

Graph analytics algorithms and frameworks differ vastly
in terms of access patterns, data structures and program-
ming models. We chose a representative subset based on
the work in [29]. Section 5 shows the impact that different
bandwidth and latency points of NVM have on Galois[21],
Graphlab[15], Graphmat[30] and X-Stream[28] running
Pagerank, Bread-First Search (BFS), Triangle Counting and
Collaborative Filtering. We did not find a publicly available
implementation of Collaborative Filtering for Galois, hence
we do not evaluate Galois for this algorithm.

NVM causes a degradation in performance for all test
cases but the magnitude of degradation varies between algo-
rithms and frameworks, ranging from 1.5⇥ to 4⇥. In order
to understand these differences, we perform a detailed char-
acterisation of the frameworks using hardware performance
counters. The analysis shows that, due to CPU memory-
level parallelism and hardware prefetchers, the performance
degradation is not necessarily proportional to the reduced
bandwidth or the increased latency of NVM, but it is still
substantial compared to the DRAM-only performance.

As an attempt to bridge the gap between the performance
on DRAM and NVM, we modify Graphmat to explore the
opportunities for fine-grained data tiering in hybrid memory
systems with DRAM and NVM. We show that by placing
only a fraction of data in DRAM (6.7% to 31.5% of the to-
tal memory footprint), GraphMat achieves 2.1⇥-4⇥ better
performance than the corresponding NVM-only implemen-
tations, and within 1.02⇥-1.2⇥ of the DRAM-only perfor-
mance. This paper makes the following contributions:

• Characterization of a hardware emulator that accurately
models various bandwidth and latency points expected
for emerging NVM technologies.

• Detailed analysis of the impact of NVM on different
graph analytic frameworks and algorithms, quantifying
the overheads of NVM-only solutions (1.5⇥ to 4⇥) com-
pared to their DRAM-only counterparts.

• A study of the benefits of application-driven tiering with
Graphmat, demonstrating that Graphmat can achieve
close to DRAM-only performance (within 1.2⇥) by uti-
lizing only a fraction of DRAM (as little as 6.7%) in a
hybrid memory system with DRAM and NVM.

2. Background

As previously stated, graph algorithms suffer from irregu-
lar access patterns that may limit their performance even
on DRAM. We provide a short discussion on the impact of
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Figure 1: Memory read latency for various access patterns.

memory access patterns on the average memory access la-
tency, and therefore performance of an application.

Depending on the actual implementation and the memory
access pattern, mitigating factors to the high memory latency
are modern processors’ (e.g., Intel R

� Xeon R
�) extensive use

of out-of-order execution and aggressive hardware prefetch-
ing [6]. These features can successfully reduce the average
latency of memory reads, for certain access patterns, by re-
ducing the number of cache misses and increasing memory-
level parallelism (MLP) [10].

These effects are demonstrated in Figure 1, which shows
the average latency of memory reads (for various access pat-
terns) on an Intel Xeon E5-4620 system. In these experi-
ments, one thread reads memory (in the specified pattern)
and measures average latency while other threads consume
memory bandwidth by accessing their private memory. For
dependent accesses, the memory of the thread measuring la-
tency is initialized for pointer chasing. The locations for in-
dependent accesses are generated on the fly without any de-
pendencies. Dependent accesses can have only one memory
load waiting for execution, and therefore does not benefit
from out-of-order execution. In the case of independent ac-
cesses there can be many in-flight loads.

Random dependent represents the worst case scenario,
with every load experiencing the entire memory latency. In
comparison, random independent is an order of magnitude
faster due only to MLP. Similarly, sequential dependent is
an order of magnitude faster than random dependent, but en-
tirely due to hardware prefetchers. Sequential independent,
which benefits from both MLP and prefetchers, shows the
best performance of all.

The key observation from this experiment is that the per-
formance of memory-intensive applications depends heavily
on the pattern of their memory accesses.

3. Hybrid Memory Emulator

The hybrid memory emulation platform (HMEP) enables
the study of hybrid memory with real-world applications
by implementing – (i) separate physical memory ranges for
DRAM and emulated NVM, and (ii) fine-grained emula-
tion of their relative latency and bandwidth characteristics.
HMEP has been used in other research [8, 12, 13, 22, 23, 33],
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Figure 2: Read latency-bandwidth plots for several HMEP configurations and all access patterns

but it has not been described in the detail needed to explain
the experimental results shown in this paper.

HMEP is based on a dual-socket Intel Xeon E5-4620 plat-
form, with each processor containing eight 2.6 GHz cores.
Hyperthreading is disabled. Each CPU supports four DDR3
channels and memory is interleaved across the CPUs.
Separate DRAM and NVM physical ranges: Using cus-
tom BIOS firmware, HMEP partitions the four memory
channels of a CPU equally between DRAM and emulated
NVM. The NVM region is available to software either as a
separate NUMA node (managed by the OS) or as a reserved
memory region (managed by PMFS) [13]. The total amount
of memory in the system is 320 GB of which 256 GB is
reserved for emulated NVM.
Read latency emulation: HMEP emulates read latency on
the NVM physical range using special CPU microcode,
which uses debug hooks in the CPU to implement a per-
formance model for latency emulation. The model monitors
a set of hardware counters over very small intervals, and for
each interval estimates (and applies) the additional cycles
that the core would have stalled if the underlying memory
was slower than DRAM. A naive method of calculating stall
cycles would be to count the number of actual memory ac-
cesses (i.e., last level cache misses) to NVM and multiply it
by the desired extra latency. This method, however, is suited
only for simple in-order processors and highly inaccurate for
modern out-of-order CPUs (§2).

We implement a model based on the observation that the
number of cycles that the core stalls waiting for the memory
reads to complete is proportional to the actual memory la-
tency. If Lp is the target latency to emulated NVM, then the
additional (proportional) stalls that the model applies for the
time interval is:

dstall = S⇥
Lp �Ld

Ld
, where S is the actual number of stall

cycles due to accesses to the emulated NVM range, Lp is the
desired NVM latency, and Ld is the actual latency to DRAM.

In calculating S, we are limited to the following available
counters on our test processor:
• Core execution stall cycles due to second level cache (L2)

misses (SL2).
• Number of hits in LLC (HLLC).
• Number of last level cache (LLC) misses to DRAM

(Mdram) and NVM (Mnvm) ranges.

Using these counters, the model first computes the execution
stalls due to LLC misses (SLLC) as follows:

SLLC = SL2 � (HLLC ⇥ K), where K is the difference in
latency of a LLC hit and a L2 hit.
Finally, the model computes S as:

S = SLLC ⇥

Mnvm

Mdram +Mnvm
.

Validation: To validate the model, we emulate the latency of
slower NUMA memories in multi-processor platforms and
compare the performance of several application on emulated
NVM vs. actual NUMA memory. Following this approach,
we validated the latency emulation model for a large number
of applications – including several microbenchmarks (e.g.,
various sort algorithms), benchmarks from SPEC CPU2006
and workloads in this paper. Performance with NVM (em-
ulating remote memory latency) is always within 7% of the
performance with actual remote memory.
Limitations: NVM device characteristics are very different
from that of DRAM. For instance, reads and writes to a PCM
device have to wait for the preceding writes to the same
memory line to complete [25]. The HMEP latency emulation
model emulates only the average latencies and not NVM’s
device-specific characteristics. This restriction is primarily
due to the limited internal CPU resources available for NVM
latency emulation.

CPU hardware prefetchers can drastically improve the
performance of sequential and strided memory accesses.
HMEP assumes that the prefetchers will continue to be at
least as effective with NVM as they are today with slow
remote memory (of comparable latency) on large NUMA
platforms. This assumption is reasonable even if we ignore
the fact that, if needed, CPU prefetchers could be assisted by
some form of prefetching on the NVM modules as well.
Bandwidth emulation: NVM has lower sustained band-
width than DRAM, particularly for writes (Table 1), though
that could be improved using ample scale-out of NVM de-
vices and buffers. 1 HMEP emulates read and write band-
widths by programming the memory controller to limit the
maximum number of DDR transactions per µsec. This throt-
tling feature can be programmed on a per-DIMM basis [4],
and is applied only to the NVM range.
Limitations: The bandwidth throttling feature in the memory
controller is a single knob that limits the rate of all DDR
transactions. Therefore, HMEP is unable to vary the read
and write bandwidths independently.

1 Since writes to write-back caches are posted, NVM’s slower writes result in lower
bandwidth and not higher latency on every write.



Algorithm Graph Type Vertex

Property

Edge

Access

Pattern

Message

Size

(Bytes/edge)

Vertices active Input

size

(GB) -

binary

Input

size

(GB) -

text

Pagerank Directed Double Sequential 8 All Iterations 12 18
BFS Undirected Int Random 4 Some iterations 24 40
Collaborative

Filtering

Bipartite Double[ ] Sequential 8K All Iterations 24 34

Triangle

Counting

Directed Long Sequential 0-106 Non-iterative 12 18

Table 2: An overview of the main algorithm characteristics
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Figure 3: Bandwidth of HMEP configurations

Characterization: Figure 2 shows latency and bandwidth
characteristics for memory reads to the NVM range in vari-
ous HMEP configurations. These configurations are denoted
by x-y, where x is the emulated NVM read latency (in ns)
and y represents the peak bandwidth (in GB/s) to the NVM
range. Access patterns are as described earlier (§2). Read la-
tency to NVM depends heavily on the access pattern (as with
DRAM) – sequential and independent reads are much faster
than random and dependent reads. Figure 3 shows the mea-
sured sustained bandwidth to NVM for various HMEP con-
figurations and access patterns. As expected, sequential ac-
cesses achieve higher bandwidth than random accesses, and
read bandwidth is higher than write bandwidth.

To summarize, despite the stated limitations, HMEP ad-
equately emulates the relative characteristics of DRAM and
NVM in a hybrid memory system, and also the performance
behavior of various memory access patterns.

4. Algorithm Characteristics

Achieving sequential and independent access in graph ana-
lytics is not always possible due to the irregular structure of
the graphs and additional dependency on the programming
model of the framework itself. To evaluate how NVM would
impact graph analytics, we chose four algorithms represen-
tative of the different analytics disciplines as discussed in
[29].

Pagerank is a widely used ranking algorithm for deter-
mining the popularity of webpages or user influence in a so-
cial network. It is an iterative algorithm that propagates the
ranks of a node along its outgoing edges thereby changing
the ranks of neighbouring nodes. The process is repeated un-

til convergence or for a fixed number of iterations. Pagerank
is a communication intensive algorithm with updates propa-
gated along all edges in each iteration.

Bread-first search (BFS) is a traversal algorithm that
starts at a given source node and produces a list of nodes
ordered by the distance in terms of edges traversed to them
from the source node. The algorithm continues until there
are no nodes to be discovered. In each iteration only the
nodes adjacent to a newly discovered node are processed,
thereby reducing intra-node communication.

Triangle Counting is a technique used to discover cliques
within a graph. A triangle exists when a node is connected
to two other nodes that are mutually connected. Unlike BFS
and Pagerank, Triangle Counting is a non-iterative algorithm
that requires each node to count the intersections among the
neighbours of its immediate neighbours. Depending on the
actual graph structure, the size of messages exchanged be-
tween the nodes in this algorithm could be very large.

Collaborative Filtering is a widely used technique in
machine learning for building recommender systems. The
input is a bipartite graph of users and their ratings for a
subset of items. The goal is to recommend items to a user
based on her previous ratings. Depending on the framework,
the (user,item) pairs are represented as a matrix or as a graph.

Table 2 provides an overview of algorithm characteristics
along with the access pattern of each algorithm.

Algorithm Implementation The algorithms are commonly
expressed as “vertex programs” where vertex state is propa-
gated as a message along outgoing edges and updated based
on messages along incoming edges. Table 3 shows the pro-
gramming models of the frameworks evaluated.

Graphmat expresses computation as a vertex program
but the operations are internally converted to sparse-vector
matrix computations [30], resulting in a better compute time
while maintaining a simple intuitive API.

Galois supports a slightly different computation model
where each message activates a node which is thereafter put
in a task-list. All items within the task-list are computed
on in parallel by respective custom scheduling policies that
account for locality and priorities [21].

Graphlab [15] follows the above described vertex-centric
model whereas X-Stream [28] slightly modifies this model to
optimise for access to secondary storage such that, instead of



Framework Programming Model Execution

Scheduling

Graphmat Vertex-program +
SpMV backend

Synchronous

Graphlab Vertex-program Async/Sync
Galois Task-based Async/Sync
X-Stream Edge-centric Vertex

program
Bulk-
synchronous

Table 3: Graph processing frameworks - characteristics

iterating through the vertex set, the program iterates through
the edge-list sequentially.

5. Evaluation

5.1 Methodology

The frameworks are provided with synthetic graphs gener-
ated using the Graph500 RMAT generator[2]. The genera-
tor provides graphs that correspond to the structure of real-
world graphs of interest and is widely used by the graph an-
alytics community for system evaluation [29],[15],[28],[30].

For Pagerank and BFS, the input is a scale 26 graph
with 226 nodes and 230 connections. Since BFS requires
an undirected graph, we add reverse edges to the dataset.
And, since the vertex state and intermediary data is larger
for Triangle Counting, we use a smaller (scale 24) graph
with 16M nodes with 268M edges. Finally, Collaborative
Filtering requires a bipartite graph for which we generated
a graph according to [29] with 8M nodes and an average
of 256 connections per node. The input for all frameworks
except for Graphlab is in binary format. The total size of
the input depending on the format is shown in the last two
columns of Table 2.

As a starting point for our analysis we ran the different
algorithm implementations on DRAM as our baseline case.
Using the emulator described in Section 3, we analyse the
behaviour of these implementations with increasing mem-
ory access latency and decreasing memory bandwidth. The
latency is varied from 300ns to 500ns and the bandwidth is
varied from 40GB/s (equal to DRAM) to 5GB/s. The DRAM
latency on the system is 150ns. Since the absolute runtimes
differ among frameworks due to different implementations,
we plot the ratio between the runtime of the framework at
a particular latency/bandwidth point compared to the corre-
sponding runtime on DRAM.

5.2 Analysis of performance in DRAM

The peformance of the implementations depends on the pro-
gramming model and data-structures of a particular frame-
work, resulting in widely different runtimes as shown in Ta-
ble 4.

The times reported are per iteration times for Pagerank
and Collaborative filtering, whereas for BFS and Triangle
counting we present the entire runtime, excluding the time
taken to load the graph or for other setup.

Pagerank BFS Triangle

Counting

Collaborative

Filtering

Graphmat 4.40 9.96 31.95 320.04
Graphlab 13.83 87.50 44.95 563.41
Galois 6.89 8.66 24.08 -
X-Stream 7.60 29.62 1058.00 79.68

Table 4: Absolute runtimes in seconds. The differences be-
tween frameworks are explained in 5.2

Graphmat and Galois have similar performance but for
different reasons. The SpMV backend of Graphmat allows
for quick computations and better expressibility of the data,
especially for Collaborative filtering where the average de-
gree of a vertex is 256 and SpMV operations lead to a 2⇥
improvement over Graphlab. Unlike Graphmat and Graphlab
which calculate the ratings for Collaborative Filtering using
Stochastic Gradient Descent(SGD), X-Stream uses an opti-
mized version of ALS[34]. The algorithm applies updates as
they are generated computing the ratings faster than imple-
mentations of SGD.
Galois on the other hand supports asynchronous computa-
tion and its task-based programming model leads to quicker
convergence. Asynchronous computation does not play a big
role in algorithms such as Pagerank where we propagate up-
dates along every edge in each iteration, but for traversal al-
gorithms, where we pass an edge only once, it can signifi-
cantly improve the time to converge. We can clearly observe
this behaviour with X-Stream where all edges are streamed
in every iteration, which for BFS leads to a large number of
unnecessary reads.
Due to the need to support streaming, the implementation
of Triangle counting in X-Stream is an approximate imple-
mentation [9], executed in a predefined number of iterations
(100 in our case) which causes the significant difference in
runtimes for this algorithm.
We note that Graphlab was designed as a distributed system
and, therefore, some of their optimizations for distributed
computation may have caused increased runtimes on a single
node.

5.3 Analysis of performance in NVM

Figure 4 shows results for several NVM latency and band-
width points. First we vary the latency of NVM from 300ns
to 500ns, while the bandwidth is fixed at 40GB/s (same
as DRAM). Then we vary the bandwidth from 40GB/s to
5GB/s, to highlight the impact of both increased latency and
decreased bandwidth in a concise manner. While the perfor-
mance degrades for all the frameworks, they are not equally
sensitive to latency and bandwidth. Graphlab and Galois
exhibit higher sensitivity to increased latency rather, while
Graphmat and X-Stream are more sensitive to lower band-
width.

To understand these results, we profiled the applications
using hardware performance counters. Figure 5 shows the
following key metrics from counter analysis of the Pagerank
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Figure 4: Performance variation on NVM. The X-axis shows HMEP configurations as NVM latency(ns)-Bandwith(GB/s).
The Y-axis shows the run time in NVM normalized to the run time in DRAM for a particular framework.
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Figure 5: Bandwidth (in GB/s) and Effective memory latency (in ns) for Pagerank. The X axis represents time.

algorithm: (i) Read and write bandwidth, and (ii) Effective
latency.

Effective latency approximates the average memory read
latency in an application by measuring the core stalls due
to pending reads per LLC miss. This metric, shown in
nanoseconds, measures the effectiveness of MLP and hard-
ware cache prefetchers. Higher effective latency means the
workload is more sensitive to the higher latency of NVM.
Similarly, applications with high bandwidth requirements
are likely to perform worse with NVM.

Results in Figure 5 (shown in a timeline) correspond to
the actual execution phase, excluding the loading and ini-
tialisation phases. GraphMat and X-Stream achieve signifi-
cantly higher bandwidth than Galois and GraphLab, which
explains the sensitivity of these frameworks to lower band-
width. The observed effective latency for different frame-
works confirms that the performance degradation at higher
latencies is due to the stalls resulting from memory accesses
in the framework. We attribute this result to the inability
of certain frameworks (particularly Graphlab) to exploit the
hardware prefetches and MLP. In fact, running these same
experiments with prefetching disabled results in a perfor-

mance drop of 12-25% for Graphmat and X-Stream, but
has negligible impact on the performance of Galois and
Graphlab.

X-Stream’s sequential access pattern and GraphMat’s ef-
ficient matrix representation of the data incur fewer random
accesses than the indexing methods of Galois and Graphlab.
The difference between Galois and Graphlab can be ex-
plained by the fact that Galois achieves better locality by
placing the data as close to the execution threads as possible
and then using a custom scheduler that efficiently schedules
the active vertices for the next iteration.

The reduced bandwidth becomes a limiting factor for
frameworks such as Graphmat and X-Stream, especially
for communication intensive algorithms such as Pagerank
where we observe a 30% drop performance when latency
increases from 300ns to 500ns and a further 2⇥ degradation
when we reduce the bandwidth from 40 GB/s to 5 GB/s.
In the case of Graphmat, even though the memory access la-
tency is hidden well with prefetching, when the message size
becomes large enough, such as for Triangle Counting and
Collaborative Filtering, the framework becomes sensitive to
higher latency instead of the lower bandwidth. The runtime



Sparse Vectors Vertex data Matrix

Pagerank 1.53 1.06 18.84
BFS 1.02 1.56 35.71

Triangle

Counting

0.63 2.64 7.10

Collaborative

Filtering

3.89 1.28 31.38

Table 5: Size in GB of Graphmat datastructures and the
initial input size

increases by over 50% at 500ns latency (compared to 300ns)
but does not change much as we reduce the bandwidth.
The increased message size in Triangle Counting causes
X-Stream to become more sensitive to reduced bandwidth
than in the case of Pagerank and BFS where, compared to
the performance at 40 GB/s, we see the performance drop
by 1.5⇥ at 20 GB/s and 3.7⇥ at 5 GB/s.

6. Tiering

Our NVM-only analysis shows that, due to CPU’s prefetch
and MLP capabilities, the performance degradation of graph
analytic applications with NVM is mitigated to an extent.
However, depending on the implementation, the impact of
NVM latencies and bandwidth can be further mitigated us-
ing only a modicum of DRAM in a hybrid memory sys-
tem, and by intelligently tiering the data between DRAM
and NVM.

In this setting, the system would place only the most
performance-sensitive data(e.g., frequently accessed ran-
dom data or critical write-only data) in high-performance
DRAM and leverage the capacity (and cost) of NVM for
all other data. Ideally, the data structures chosen for place-
ment in DRAM would have to be small enough (compared
to the overall graph size) for tiering to be effective from the
cost perspective. To evaluate the potential of intelligent data
placement in graph analytic platforms, we implemented a
simplistic version of data tiering in Graphmat. The choice
of Graphmat for this experiment is due to the fact that it is
easy to identify the critical data structures in the Graphmat
implementation. The SpMV backend of Graphmat defines
three important data structures: sparse vectors (SV), vertex
associated data (VxD) and (sparse) matrices (MTX) allo-
cated to represent the data in memory. In this model, the
’messages’ sent from one node to another are translated into
sparse vectors. This vector is then applied to a vector con-
taining the vertex data and the graph is represented as a ma-
trix. The size of each of the data structures (per algorithm) is
shown in Table 5. The size of SV ranges from 2.7% to 10%
of the total memory footprint, while the vertex data ranges
from 3.2% to 25.6%. Other data (e.g., for book-keeping) is
negligible in size for all algorithms.

For the tiering experiments, we use HMEP in NUMA
mode – i.e., software can access DRAM and NVM as sepa-
rate memory nodes and use the NUMA API (e.g., libNUMA
in Linux) to control the allocations from DRAM/NVM. We

PR BFS Triangle

Counting

Collab.

Filtering

NVM-only 17.58 26.78 79.87 854.51
SV in DRAM 5.49 13.62 72.71 628.31
SV+VD in

DRAM

4.94 12.54 34.74 328.85

DRAM-only 4.40 9.96 31.95 320.04
Table 6: Static tiering of data between DRAM and NVM.
The table shows runtimes in seconds for various tiering
options.

perform experiments where we allocate only SV or only
SV+VxD in DRAM, while the rest of the application mem-
ory is allocated in NVM. Table 6 shows these tiering results
with the two baselines – NVM-only and DRAM-only. We
assume NVM latency of 500ns and bandwidth of 5GB/s in
this case.

In these experiments, Graphmat’s NVM-only perfor-
mance is 2.5⇥-4⇥ worse than its corresponding DRAM-
only performance. By placing the sparse vectors alone in
DRAM, Graphmat’s performance improves to within 1.97⇥
of DRAM-only for all algorithms other than Triangle Count-
ing. The gains are particularly impressive for Pagerank and
BFS (1.25⇥ and 1.32⇥, respectively). Placing vertex data
vectors (along sparse vectors) results in even better perfor-
mance — 1.03⇥-1.2⇥ of DRAM-only — but at a higher cost
in terms of the amount of DRAM required (6.7% to 31.5%
of the total memory footprint). For the previously stated rea-
sons, vertex data vectors in Triangle Counting are very large
in size (25.6% of the total size) and latency-sensitive, and
therefore result in the worst case scenario w.r.t. the amount
of DRAM needed relative to NVM (31.5%).

To summarize, our initial experiments with tiering sug-
gest that it has the potential to enable graph analytic frame-
works to achieve close to DRAM-only performance, while
requiring that only a fraction of the application memory foot-
print be present in DRAM in a hybrid memory system. As
the next step, we plan to build more generalized analytics
systems based on this observation.

7. Related Work

Qureshi et al. [27] discuss the use of NVM as main mem-
ory and evaluate several main memory organizations with
DRAM and PCM, including NVM-only and multi-level
memory. Their evaluation is based on simulation of a sim-
ple in-order processor model and memory that models only
higher latency of PCM and not lower bandwidth. Further,
their evaluation is limited to simple medium-sized appli-
cation kernels. Our goal is to quantify the performance of
NVM on modern CPUs with out-of-order execution and
prefetch capabilities (§2), and with large-scale applications
that are both latency-sensitive and bandwidth-intensive.

Lim et al. [19] study the use of slow memory in the con-
text of shared, network-based (disaggregated) memory and
conclude that a fast paging-based approach performs better



than directly accessing slow memory. While their choice of
target applications is key to their findings, their work also
relies on a simple processor model and does not account for
CPU’s MLP and prefetch features (unlike our work).

Ferdman et al. [14] conduct a thorough study of many
scale-out workloads using hardware performance counters
and conclude that these workloads are unable to exploit the
CPU’s MLP, leading to poor power efficiency. While simi-
lar in the use of counters, our work is different from theirs
in several ways – (i) since our goal is to study the use of
NVM, our workloads are all large in-memory applications,
(ii) depending on the implementation, our workloads are
able to achieve high MLP, and (iii) we conclude that, for
future heterogeneous memory architectures with NVM, it is
imperative (and hugely beneficial) for the application’s per-
formance to exploit MLP and hardware prefetching when
accessing NVM, even if it requires re-designing these appli-
cations.

Qureshi et al. [26] study the impact of MLP on the ef-
fective cost of LLC misses in an application, and catego-
rize those misses as costly isolated/dependent misses and
cheaper parallel/independent misses. Their proposal to ex-
pose this information to cache replacement algorithms to re-
duce the number of isolated misses is even more relevant to
the NVM architectures in this paper, owing to NVM’s higher
latencies.

NVM in the hybrid architecture has been explored in sev-
eral contexts. Prior work has examined the use of NVM for
both capacity and persistence, with emphasis on the neces-
sary system software and libraries to provide applications
with efficient access to NVM [11, 13, 16, 31, 32]. Lessons
learned from our analysis are applicable to all of them.

Researchers have previously explored the use of data
classification and intelligent data placement in hybrid mem-
ory systems, particularly in the context of HPC applica-
tions [7, 24]. We apply this well-studied concept to large
scale graph analytics applications and present our initial re-
sults that demonstrate the benefits of tiering with Graph-
mat.

8. Conclusions and future directions

Emerging NVM technologies are likely to bridge the gap
between DRAM and block devices in terms of capacity
and cost but they come with increased latencies and re-
duced bandwidth [1]. Our study shows that, despite opti-
mized software implementations, NVM-only performance
of these frameworks is 1.5⇥-4⇥ worse than that of their
DRAM-only counterparts, due to either higher latency or
lower bandwidth of NVM.

Our subsequent experiments with data tiering suggest
that, with optimal data placement in a well-suited implemen-
tation (such as Graphmat), it is possible to achieve close-
to-DRAM (1.02⇥ to 1.2⇥) performance in hybrid memory

system with only a fraction of the costly DRAM (6.7% to
31.5% in Graphmat’s case).

We believe that this conclusion can be generalised to
other big-data applications that employ indices or cache a
small portion of the data in order to achieve good perfor-
mance. In addition to analyzing the impact of NVM on
other applications, we are exploring system software to au-
tomate the classification and optimal placement of data in
hybrid memory systems with any number of different phys-
ical memories.

Finally, though the density of NVM compared to DRAM
enables processing more data on a single machine than pre-
viously possible, we do not expect it to eliminate the need
for scaling out. More likely NVM will reduce the degree of
scale-out, resulting in interesting implications to the com-
plexity of the overall system, particularly of the networking
subsystem. We plan to explore these aspects in future.
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